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Abstract: One tape of Edward Farnham's niece saying a blessing and one picture frame containing Frank Mt. Pleasant for the dedication of the Frank Mt. Pleasant Library of Special Collections and Archives.
Preferred Citation note
[Item title], Edward Farnham Frank Mt. Pleasant Collection (2007.003.r), Frank Mt. Pleasant Library of Special Collections and Archives, Chapman University, CA.
Immediate Source of Acquisition note
Gift of Edward Farnham
Conditions Governing Use note
There are no restrictions on the use of this material except where previously copyrighted material is concerned. It is the responsibility of the researcher to obtain all permissions.
Conditions Governing Access note
This collection is open for research.
Arrangement note
This collection is arranged by material type.
Scope and Contents note
One tape of Edward Farnham's niece saying a blessing, composed for the dedication of the Frank Mt. Pleasant Library of Special Collections and Archives, spoken in the Tuscarora language.
One picture frame containing Frank Mt. Pleasant's photo. The frame is blue suede velveteen, shaped and heavily hand-embroidered in the Tuscarora style with a beaded fringe. It is 9.5" x 12.5". 1.5".
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